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falke 177 number 89
April 9 2013 at 11:56 AM

arend jan jansen  (Login arend58)

hello, i am arend i am the owner of a falke 177 number 89 
 my father was the first owner of this beautiful riffle, 

i think he bouhgt it somwhere in the mid 50s because i 
was bourn in 1958 and as far as i can remember the gun 

 was allways there. when my father died a few years ago 
 i remembered the gun and it became mine. 

 a few weeks ago i thoud, this is a old and beautiful gun 
i want to now if there is more information on the internet, 

 i just typet in: falke modell 80 and than i found your site, 
 it is interesting to see that there are not so manny of these 

airguns made, my gun is original and without damage. 
 i saw that you are making a list of all guns you can find, 

 so i thoud, i can make this man happy! you can putt it on! 
 

fr.gr.from the netherlands. 
 arend.

 

  Respond to this message   

Author Reply

James
 (Login slow_cripple2)

Another Model 80 accounted for April 9 2013, 12:44 PM 

Welcome Arend. 
You are a fortunate man to have a model 80 in your possession. That you can account for its whole history, from father to son, is a wonderful thing! 

 I can only dream of ever owning such a beautiful rifle,; until then I am very satisfied with the Falke70. 
 Can you post some images?

 
  Respond to this message   

arend jan
 (Login arend58)

pictures April 10 2013, 3:54 PM 

hello james. 
 thanks for your reaction, i have some nice pictures made of my riffle, 

 is it ok that i send them to your mail addres so you can place them 
 on the falke forum ?

 
  Respond to this message   

james
 (Login slow_cripple2)

OK April 11 2013, 1:28 AM 

Arend, I have sent a reply by email

 
  Respond to this message   

James
 (Login slow_cripple2)

Arend's model 80 April 14 2013, 3:00 AM 

Select a suitable superlative for this beautiful example! 
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This message has been edited by Afrikane on Nov 24, 2017 1:00 AM

 
  Respond to this message   

 Garvin
 (Premier Login Garvin2)

 Owner

Thanks Arend April 15 2013, 9:50 AM 

and James for taking and posting these pics. A fine looking rifle!
 

------------------------------

The Vintage Diana Forum

The Vintage BSA Forum 
 

 
  Respond to this message   

 Garvin
 (Premier Login Garvin2)

 Owner

Arend this is serial no 68! June 9 2013, 12:29 AM 

I was just copying these pics over to the gallery and realised it is not serial no. 89 but 68! Yet another apparent duplicate...!
 

------------------------------

The Vintage Diana Forum

The Vintage BSA Forum 
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